To calculate glueball masses with quantum number J P C in lattice pure gauge theory by using Wilson loop operators,we discuss their decomposition into irreducible representation of O P C group for arbitrary-link Wilson loops.A general procedure for computer calculation is presented. We emphasize that our method is suitable for many finite groups.
I. INTRODUCTION
When calculating the glueball mass spectrum,we have to construct different J P C glueball operators which act on vacuum to generate states with certain J P C .These operators should be correct linear combination of Wilson loops and transform as certa in irreducible representations(rep.) R P C of group O P C if we also concern about space parity P and charge conjugate C with cubic group O.Ref [1] has discussed this problem and merged problem of constructing J P C glueball operators into the decomposition of Wilson loops(operators) with different lengths and different types into irreducible rep. R P C of group O P C .It also reveals the result of 4-link and 6-link operators [1] .To calculate glueball mass, we will discuss a general pr ocedure for decomposing arbitrary-link operators into R P C in this paper.
Cubic group O has 24 elements which are divided into 5 classes of conjugate elements:E, C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 
Ignoring indices for space position, we use L-component vector ( 
with (1, 2, −1, −2) = ( e 1 , e 2 , − e 1 , − e 2 ).Apparently,the operator is of cyclic permutation equivalence.We can prove that under C transformation:
and under
We choose proper ones from each conjugate elements to make coordinate transform as follows under their actions:
1
For generators [2] C 3 and C 4 of the cubic group,we choose their rep. matrices as:
Including P and C,group O P C has 4 generators.It is trivial to generalize the result of group O to group O P C .
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
For appointed-link operators,we adopt computational procedure as follows: to A,which means it has been calculated, we abandon it and continue to produce new one.If it is new,we go to step 2;
2)Using this Wilson operator(named prototype) to generate all the bases under O P C transformation and append the bases to A.We find out all of the appointedlink operators which belong to the same type for each prototype;
3)To calculate rep. matrices in the bases obtained from step 2,which generally is reducible.The multiplicity m R P C of this rep. by the decomposition into irreducible rep. R P C is given by
where K stands for the class,χ K is the character of K'th class in this rep.,and χ
is the character of K'th class in the irreducible rep. R P C (see table 1 Here we have to introduce steps 2-5 in some detail.
(a)
Step 2,To find the dimensionality and the bases for certain prototype.
Of course, we can calculate all operators of each type by hand,but since there are many types of operators,the calculation is lengthy and sometimes difficult,so it is necessery to find a general method to make it possoble to calculate the dimensionality and bases by computer.
We illuminate it by example of group O.The group has two generators,which means that all elements H ∈ O can be written as a product of some powers of two generators,
where n i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and n ′ i = 1, 2, 3. When pass over all possible products of C 4
and C 3 and find out complete operators(They construct the bases of the rep.)in this type from the prototype, we can extract its dimensionality. Utilizing this thoughts,we can write out the program,its frame is described in Fig. 1 .
Step 3,To calculate rep. matrices.Meanwhile,the rep. matrices can be constructed which depict the transformation pattern among these bases under certain operators.
(c)Step 4.We assume P (
e . Therefore,we can construct the parity eigenvector: Since P and C are commutative, one can find common eigenvector for P and C.In this way,we classify the bases according to P and C. It is the combination of the bases obtained from step 2.
(d)
Step 5.We solve a matrix equation to get zero eigenvalue and to reduce the rep.
into irreducible rep..
Consider the group of bases with the same P and C,The multiplicity m R P C of this rep. by the decomposition into R P C is given by eq. (3).
Generally saying, we should find similiar transformation to decompose the reducible rep.. The rep. matrices are possibly as large as 24 × 24 ones even we have decomposed the rep. matrices according to P and C.We exemplify it by decomposing redu cible rep. into T 1 (3 dimension).Noting the fact,reducible rep. matrices of C 4 , C 3 just C 4 , C 3 themselves,we want to seek three vector
as (2d) in the rep.. Here we assume that vector is row one when it is lef t to matrix and column one when right to matrix.Due to (2d), we have
That is
here 'T' stands for transpose of matrix. We can deduce out
or (
For C 3 ,we have analogously
Now we can solve it with Mathmatica software.We can also get the responsive similar transformation via this method.Getting solution We emphasize that the thoughts above is suitable for all the finite groups.
IV. RESULTS
We find the numbers of types of 4-,6-,8-,10-link operators are 1,3,18,132,respectively. Table 2 gives the multiplicity of certain type operator with certain dimensionality. Table 2 The multiplicity of certain type operator with certain dimensionality.
By the way,from our computational procedure,we can prove easily that all the 96-dimensional rep. are of equivalent with each other.As an example,here we only give the results from a 10-link operator,its prototype is (1,2,-1,3,3,1,-2,-1,-3,-3 ).
From step 2,we get bases { -1 3 3 1 -2 -1 -3 -3 2) -2 -1 2 -3 -3 -2 1 2 3 3 3) 2 1 -2 3 3 2 -1 -2 -3 -3 22) -1 2 1 -3 -3 -1 -2 1 3 3 23) 1 -2 -1 3 3 1 2 -1 -3 -3 24) -3 -3 -1 2 1 3 3 -1 -2 1 . In fact,due to Wigner-Eckart theorom,the mapping is not one-to-one,even is not definete because of the breaking of SO (3) .From our calculation,we do not know which types of operators' projection onto a certain J P C state are larger [1] .One way to deal with the problem is taking use of variational principle [3] ,or continue limits [4] . We will discus s it more detail in the next paper in which we want to develop a method of improved operators. 1.operators with prototype (1 2 3 3 -2 -1 -3 -3) . 3 3 -2 -1 -3 -3 2) 2 1 3 3 -1 -2 -3 -3 3 
